
 

Mutant Colossus From Outer Space

The X-Men's first trip outside the United States put them in the middle of a massive conflict between the United States and Xalapa, Mexico. Colossus, with his original identity taken from him, had no trouble blending in with the populace, and he participated in a mission to protect a group of refugee Xalapans when the war reached them. During the operation, however, he killed a group of Mexican security forces by aiming his powers through the ground, causing a nuclear explosion. This caused Colossus to lose his powers for a time. The X-Men - alive and well after the tragedy - returned to the U.S. on the mission of preventing other catastrophic events, and returned Colossus to his old identity. Cable and the X-Men flew to North Dakota, where they discovered that a Russian military installation was heading for destruction at the behest of a
rogue Russian general, the New Reich. The X-Men, now called a U.N. team, joined Cable in stopping the New Reich, freeing both an oil pipeline from Soviet Russia and the Russian military that would be used as a base for the X-Men. After the New Reich was killed, the group returned to Russia, where Cable established a base at a U.N. facility. Cable offered the use of his base in exchange for assistance in protecting a nearby mutant community. When the New Reich's daughter joined the team, they found themselves ill-equipped to deal with her. Cable made the decision to take her home, where she could be safely raised in Russia. However, his plans were foiled when they were attacked by a group of Russian military soldiers, who had mistaken the X-Men for the New Reich. The group parted on good terms as Cable and Illyana returned home,

with Illyana's brother Stepan.
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His X-Men teammates and mutants at large had begun to question Colossus's loyalties after he joined the resistance. On a mission to rescue four defecting X-Men, Colossus and the rest of the X-Men were attacked by newly escaped members of the Genoshan Institute of Genetics. During the fight, Colossus developed a psychic connection
to them, which allowed him to see all the damage that they were doing to themselves. He telepathically informed the X-Men of their resolve, and they all worked together to fight off the new rebels. Having won, the X-Men ended their mission, but the Genoshans soon followed them back to their base of operations. In a lengthy battle,
Colossus fought against the rebel leader, the super-powered mutant named Nemesis, who intended to prove that mutants could be born into the world instead of being created. Colossus noticed a comatose young girl nearby, and when he attempted to take her back, he was himself caught in an electric storm. Nekra, the Genoshan

mutant, and Nemesis, who was trying to escape from Piotr's psychic attack, made a beeline for the child while Colossus was left weakened. Colossus quickly recognized the girl as Illyana, and they safely carried her to Xavier's mansion, where Piotr, Jean, and the others were taken care of by Magneto and Nightcrawler. The X-Men then
received a call from Senator Kelly that his daughter, from the State of Texas, had been kidnapped as well. This time, however, her captors were mutant-hunters working for William Stryker. Cyclops, Storm, and the rest of the X-Men went off to rescue Illyana. They quickly located her, but found that Stryker had also captured them as well. A

mind-controlled Colossus charged Stryker's forces while Jean telepathically told all X-Men to take cover, as Wolverine and Rogue fought Wolverine's nemesis, Sabretooth. Piotr used a force-field to protect the teenage mutants, Cyclops, and Rogue as they tried to hold the line. The team eventually defeated Sabretooth, but not before he
killed Rogue. When Cyclops reunited with his daughter, Colossus told her of the danger, after which he went back out to continue the fight against Stryker's forces. 5ec8ef588b
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